
AP Testing Information: 
 

 Students will sign up for a test or tests when they are taking AP 
classes. 

 Tests are given in May and are set by College Board.  We cannot 
change date or times of the tests.   

 Tests do cost money which will usually need to be paid by the end 
of March each year before the testing in May. 

 Cost for 1 test is between $90 and $100 dollars; if taking 2 or 
more tests, the cost is about $70 per test; if on free and reduced 
lunch list, cost is about $15 per test. 

 Late enrollment for a test adds a cost of $55 per test. 
 Students MUST come to a preregistration session (which will be 

announced) to fill out the demographic information on their 
answer sheets. (Otherwise, students will have to meet at 6:30 am 
for testing.) 

 Late testing (have to miss a test for an approved reason) will  be 
given the two weeks after regular AP test days at an additional 
cost of $45. 

 Students must fill out a Test Registration sheet in the spring of the 
year they are taking an AP class and pay in order for a test to be 
ordered. 

 Tests take approximately 3 to 4 hours depending on the test and 
are given at 8 am or 12 pm.  Students must arrive 30 minutes 
before test is to begin unless otherwise instructed. 

 Testing has many rules and regulations we must follow – One is 
that students cannot bring anything into testing except a regular 
#2 pencil (no mechanical).  This means their belongings either 
need to be left in a locker, with a friend, or the belongings will be 
locked in a room until the testing session is over. 

 No one may leave the testing session early.  Everyone stays until 
everyone is finished testing and all materials are collected and the 
test supervisor dismisses testers. 
 
 
If you have any other questions, please contact Mrs. Dotson, AP 
test coordinator, at 918-423-4776 ext. 2030 or 
mdotson@mcalester.k12.ok.us. 
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